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Abstract: The treatment of traumatized and dissociative male homosexual youths who have been abused by men, has specific aspects that influence the efficacy of the treatment. In this time of non-binary gender and sexuality, boys and adolescents identifying as cis and gay are a group that could be overlooked. They have a higher risk for psychiatric disorders and suicide. There are misunderstandings and prejudices about these boys. Bullying, discrimination and non-acceptance by family, friends and even their own scene can promote traumatization, dissociation and depression. They tend to use more illegal drugs, are often promiscuous and sex as self-injury is an issue.

In psychotherapy, there are different patterns of transference and countertransference, depending on the gender and sexual identity of the therapist.

Research and literature will be reviewed. Transference patterns, HIV, illegal drugs, chemsex, gay relation forms, dating apps, prostitution, pornography, minority stress and sexual compulsion will be discussed in the context of improving the efficacy of trauma therapy for this group. This is done by adapting (phase oriented) ‘trauma therapy as usual’ to a culturally sensitive affirmative trauma therapy for male homosexual youth, integrating parts of affirmative psychoanalytic psychotherapy, culturally sensitive psychotherapy and knowledge about the gay and queer community.

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able to:

- Identify and define the differences in ‘trauma therapy as usual’ and trauma therapy with male homosexual youths who have been sexually traumatized by men
- Recognize and interpret different aspects of the male gay culture and community such as: Chemsex, sex as self-injury, dating apps, internalized homophobia and minority stress.
- Recognize different transference and countertransference patterns in trauma therapy with male homosexual youths who have been sexually traumatized by men.
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